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Date of publication: 2002; Title variant: Uhakiki na uchambuzi wa tamthilia, riwaya
na-ushairi: First title: Fasihi ya Kiswahili kidato cha V na VI. Location: Kiswahili

Language: Kiswahili Genre: Drama Year: 1994 "Uhakiki na uchambuzi wa tamthilia,
riwaya na-ushairi" (translated as "At the beginning of the title: Fasihi ya Kiswahili

kidato cha V na VI ...", literally "At the beginning of the title: FASHIHIMU KISWAHILI
KIDATO CHA V Na VI ..." - the first title of the film). This title is a paraphrase of the

first of three questions that were written on a piece of paper torn from a book found
in the tomb of Kawushi, one of the kings of Kiwushi. In his Vatasiya, Krishna, the

author of the Mahabharata, says that this question contains the answer to why one
has memory: "Na masala, na sikarika, na-sikarika tapuni kadakati" (translated as

"On this sheet, on this sheet are written the answers to why one has memory,
memory, memory..." - the first answer to the question). Thus, the first question
contains the answer to the second "main" question--why man has memory. This
question was asked to Krishna by his son Maharaja Bharata, which is the second
part of the question (you can read the first by following the link). And the second
question, which, like the first, was formulated by Maharaja Bharata's son, is as

follows: "Na masala, na sikarika, na-sikarika tapuni kadakati." (On this sheet, on this
sheet are written the answers to the questions: why one has memory, memory,
memory ...). Actually, these two questions are not just two questions, but two

different questions. One question is when I first saw this light, when I first saw my
mother, my father. It is the memory of birth, I remember my first sensations and

actions, how I began to breathe, how I began to smile. It is the memory of the
moment when I first saw the world around me. And the other is the question of

when I began to say something, when I began to understand what I should say to
my mother and what I should say to my father. It is the memory of the moment

when I learned to speak; when I began to understand the world around me. It may
have been the same day, just one way. Which way? And so these two questions
make the same sense to me. They don't sound so easy, because every time you
start talking, you realize at the same time that you're doing it for someone, for

Mom. But it's not just for mom. It's also for others at the same time, like Dad. Now,
what is Daddy? Dad for me, it's my daddy first and foremost. I remember, I'm many
months and many years old now. I remember him bathing my brother and me in the

tub when we were little, I remember him teaching us to swim, him sledding us. I
remember all of that. But he always told me, not just me, but everybody, that he

had no right, that he couldn't be a father. He always had to be at work, and he was.
And then my mother got sick, she had cancer. She held on for a long time, I was a

kid, I don't remember what it was like, I just remember she was sick and I
remember burying her. Then
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